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A NEW CONSTRAINED LYAPUNOV-TYPE PROBLEM 
by K. G. WOODGATE 41 
1. Introduction 
For arbitrary matrices F, G E ~ n X m consider the problem 
9~: min liF - PGlIF' 
PES; 
where §~:= {PE~nxn:p=p'~O} is the set of real n-by-n positive 
semidefinite symmetric (PSD) matrices and 11·11 F denotes the Frobenius 
matrix norm. A motivation for the study of 9~, arising in the field of 
nonlinear programming, is given in Section 2. The principal existing results 
concerning 9~, i.e. existence and uniqueness of solutions and numerical 
solution methods, are reviewed in Section 3. In Section 4 we state the 
equivalence between 9~ and the following constrainted Lyapunov-type 
problem: 
92': for Q E §n and A E - §~ find P E §~ such that 
AP+PA+Q~O, 
P(AP + PA + Q) = 0, 
where § n := {P E ~ n X n: P = P'} is the set of real n-by-n symmetric matri-
ces and {A E - §~ } ~ { - A E §~ }. In Section 5 we conclude with some 
remarks about 92' and current research. The principal purpose of the paper 
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is to communicate the interesting connection between the two problems and 
present the open problem of finding an explicit solution for them. 
2. Motivation 
Consider the problem of unconstrained minimization of a continuously 
differentiable nonlinear function f: IR n ~ IR of a parameter vector x E IR n: 
90/1: min f(x). 
xER n 
Quasi-Newton algorithms for the numerical solution of 90/1 attempt to 
compute a sequence Xi E IR n, i = 1, ... , that rapidly converges from some 
starting iterate Xo E IR n to a global, or at least local, minimum of f(x). They 
are based on the following iteration: 
(2.1) 
where x i is the current iterate, Xi + 1 is the next iterate, Ai E IR is a step 
parameter, and \7x f(x i ) E IR n is the gradient vector of f(x) with respect to x 
at Xi. The matrix Pi E IR nxn is computed as a positive definite symmetric 
(PD) solution of 
(2.2) 
The motivation for computing Pi in this way is that it is the inverse 
Hessian of a positive definite quadratic model of f( x) at x i which fits the 
current and preceding iterates of the algorithm. That Pi E § n is due to the 
symmetry of the true Hessian. The positive definiteness ensures good local 
convergence results. Excellent references in the literature on this field are [5] 
and [6]. Fitting a quadratic model to the current and preceding iterates 
clearly utilizes some information obtained about f( x). A natural extension of 
this idea is to first define the real n-by-i matrices 
(2.3a) 
Gi := (\7J(x;) - \7J(Xi - 1), \7J(X i - 1) - \7J(X i - 2),···, 
\7J(x1) - \7J(xo)) (2.3b) 
and attempt to compute a Pi that fits a positive definite quadratic model to 
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all of the previous iterates of the algorithm by solving 
Fj = P,G,. (2.4 
Such a scheme would model f(x) by using all of the information available 
from the past history of the algorithm. For a general nonlinear f(x), however, 
Fi and Gi are arbitrary real matrices the dimensions of which depend upon 
the number of free variables (n) and the number of iterates (i). Generally 
there is no positive definite symmetric solution Pi to (2.4). By attempting a 
least-squares solution of (2.4) with respect to Pi E Sz , setting m := i, and 
dropping the subscripts i, we obtain problem 90. The reason for allowing P 
to be PSD rather than only PD is that S: is a closed set, whereas the set of 
PD matrices is open. This relaxation does not, however, significantly affect 
the motivation. We now review what is known about 90. 
3. Review of 90 
The following result can be found in Allwright [l, 21 and Woodgate [LO]: 
THEOREM 3.1. 
(a) The minimum in PO exists. 
(b) The minimizing P is unique iff rank(G) = n. 
In those references numerical algorithms are developed, for the case 
rank(G) = n, for the arbitrarily accurate solution of 90. They are globally 
convergent and involve the computation of inner products and solutions to 
symmetric eigenvalue problems. Such computations are known to be numeri- 
cally stable. Where rank(G) < n, arbitrarily accurate solutions can be ob- 
tained via an orthogonal change of basis for the range space of G. The key 
concept used is the well-known fact that St is a closed convex cone in Rnx” 
(see e.g. [3, 41). In Woodgate [lo] a variety of alternative approaches are also 
examined. 
Next we state the result of the paper. 
4. Equivalence of 90 and 92 
The problems 90 and BY of Section 1 are equivalent in the following 
sense: 
THEOREM 4.1. Zf Q := FG’+ GF’ and A:= - GG’, then the set of 
minimizers for 90 is the set of solutions for 92’. 
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An outline proof follows. First note that 90 is the problem of orthogonal 
projection of F into S:G:={XE[W”~~:X=PG,PES:}. The proof 
proceeds by showing first the existence of the orthogonal projection of F into 
S”G:= {XER”~~: X = PG, P E S ” }, denoted here by X, followed by the 
existence of the orthogonal projection of X into SSG. (In fact this in itself 
amounts to a simpler existence proof for 90 than those of [l, lo].) We then 
use the fact that the orthogonal projections of X into S:G and of X into the 
dual cone S :G” form a orthogonal decomposition of X to derive orthogonal 
decomposition equations which are finally transformed into those of problem 
93. We first project F into S”G by considering: 
BY: min [IF - PC/J,. 
PES” 
Since S”G is clearly a linear subspace of R nXm, then a unique solution, 
denoted here by X, always exists [8, Theorem 2.6.11. If we write X = RG for 
some RES”, then R solves 99. It is then easy to show that 90 is 
equivalent to 
where the solution sets for 90 and 99, if they exist, are identical, and that 
moreover 
FG’+ GF’= RGG’+ GG’R. (4.1) 
Since 55: is a closed convex cone, S”,G is also a convex cone, but it is not 
necessarily closed [7, Section 91. It can be shown that SFG = SzGaa, where 
szg’:= {XEs”G:tr(X’Y)<O VY E~ZG} is the dual cone of s:G in 
S”G. [tr( *) denotes the trace inner product on Rnx” which induces the 
Frobenius norm]. The convex cone S :G is closed in S “G iff S SG = Z% ZG”” 
in S”G [4, Theorem 2.21. Thus S;G is a closed convex cone in S”G. 
Transformation of 9’0 into 99 by projection of F into S”G is convenient 
here, since StG f S”,GOO in the ambient space RnX”. Closure of SZG is 
important, since we can now say that RG can be written as the unique 
orthogonal sum of two matrices, one of which is the projection of RG into 
SSG and the other of which is the projection of RG into the dual cone 
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(S:G)’ [4, Theorem 2.5; 8, Lemma 2.7.51: 
RG=PG+YG (4.2a) 
PES:_ (4.2b) 
YG E (S;G)' (4.2~) 
tr(( PG)‘YG) = 0 (4.2d) 
The set of matrices P solving (4.2) is the set of minimizers for 9.9 and 
therefore for 90. It can be shown that 
(S;G)‘= {YGES”G:YGG’~O}. (4.3) 
Since kernel(G) is orthogonal to range(G’), then (4.2a) is satisfied iff 
RGG’ = PGG’ + YGG’. (4.4) 
It can be shown that, for R, P, Y E S”, (4.4) is satisfied iff 
RGG’ + GG’R = PGG’ + GG’P + YGG’ + GG’Y. (4.5) 
By using (4.3) coupled with the definitions of Q and A of the theorem in 
(4. l), (4.2b, c, d), and (4.5) we can obtain 
Q + AP + PA = YGG’+ GG’Y, 
PES”,, 
YGG’< 0, 
tr( PYGG’) = 0. 
(4.6a) 
(4.6b) 
(4.6~) 
(4.6d) 
Since for P E S; and YGG’f 0 we have {tr(PYGG’) = 0} * { P(YGG’+ 
GG’Y’) = 0}, and since { X < 0} w {X + X’ < 0}, then the set of matrices P 
solving (4.6) is the set of matrices P solving 92. 
The way in which A and Q are defined from F and G in Theorem 4.1 
meansthatforanyAE -Sl andQES”forBZthereexist F,GE(W”~“’ 
for 90. 
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5. Concluding Remarks 
The standard Lyapunov equation has been extensively studied in the 
linear-systems and economics literature (see e.g. [9]). As yet, however, no 
interpretation of 92 in the context of these fields has been found. Neverthe- 
less, an explicit solution for 9y is well motivated, since it would also provide 
an explicit solution for 90. This is an open problem. An explicit solution is 
currently being sought using matrix transformations and convex cone theory. 
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THE AGA TWO-SWEEP ITERATIVE METHODS 
FOR THE SOLUTION OF LINEAR EQUATION SYSTEMS 
by Z. I. WOiNICK142 
The aim of this paper is to discuss the theoretical formulation of partial 
factorization methods, called the AGA two-sweep iterative methods, for the 
solution of linear equation systems. 
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